
 
 
 

Subject Year 10 Commerce 
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Task Nature Research/Presentation  

Date of Task  (Week 2, Term 3, 2016) 
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TASK : 2016 Federal Election  
 

You and your partner will create a presentation (including ICT) addressing the following: 
 

‘Elections are won and lost purely based on the quality of (political party) campaigns.’ 
 

Discuss the relevance of this statement in reference to the July 2016 Federal government election. 

 

METHOD 

Research 

In pairs, you will research 

One city and one rural FEDERAL electorate (maximum 2)  

OR  

One Electorate and one State’s Senate selection 

to investigate the major issues and the various political party campaigns of the 2016 Federal Election. 

NB PLEASE AVOID DUPLICATING YOUR RESEARCH WITH OTHER PAIRS IN YOUR CLASS 
 
 

You will create a presentation (including ICT) that addresses and provides evidence for some of the 
following: 
 

1. The main issues of the election for your chosen electorates 

2. Party policies 

3. Media reports on polls/swings 

4. The main candidates 

5. Advertising campaigns 

6. Lobby groups and micro parties 

7. Election results 
 

 

STAGE 5 COMMERCE 
 

ASSESSMENT TASK 3 

Outcomes to be assessed: 
o applies political concepts and terminology in a variety of contexts 
o analyses the rights and responsibilities of individuals in a range of political contexts 
o analyses key factors affecting political decisions 
o evaluates options for solving political problems and issues 
o works independently and collaboratively to meet individual and collective goals 

within specified timelines 



In your presentation you will be expected to:  
 

 Clearly state your position in relation to the statement 

 Provide evidence to support your argument 

 Present a logical and cohesive response. 

 
Students will also be required to carry out a meaningful peer review to provide feedback 
on other students’ work as part of this task.  

 

Presentation Criteria Marks 

 Integrates appropriate political concepts 

 Clearly refers to the statement 

 Provides consistent evidence to support 
argument 

 Presents in a logical, cohesive and engaging 
manner 

 

12-15 

 Integrates some political concepts 

 Makes some reference to the statement 

 Provides some evidence to support argument 

 Presents in a logical manner 

 

8-11 

 Integrates limited political concepts 

 Makes little/no reference to the statement 

 Provides limited evidence to support 
argument 

 

1-7 

 
 
It is the responsibility of the student to be present for all assessment tasks. If a student is 

absent from an assessment task it is the responsibility of the student to notify the school of her 

absence prior to the commencement of the task.  

Failure to do so may result in a penalty- a loss of marks.  

Any student absent from an assessment task must, immediately upon her return to school, present 

herself to the Head Teacher of the faculty concerned to explain her absence with relevant 

documentation, eg doctor’s certificate, note from parent/guardian. Eligibility of the student to be 

permitted to attempt a substitute task will be determined by the Head Teacher. Students should be 

prepared to do this substitute task immediately on their return to school. 


